
  

NOTES OF THE HIGHWAYS MEETING HELD AT THE PARISH 

OFFICE ON 5 JUNE 2018 
 
Present:      M.Morley, C.Hurst, D.Lander  

Clerk:        Nicole Webster 

LATs:      Michael Raven, John Thackery (present for the first half hour) 

 

1. The Minutes of the last meeting were agreed and signed. 

 

2. Mike Morley was re-elected as Chair. 

 

3. Road repairs - The following items were a particular concern:-    

 

B474- the stretch from the Red Lion towards Saucy Corner remains the Committee's P1 for repair. 

Mrs I Darby is aware of the urgency. BCC repair program will be published in June 2018. Clerk to 

query timing of the repair with I.Darby. It is on the programme for 2020/21 which is disappointingly 

slow and Cllrs expressed their concern about the speed and timelines of the proposed repair. There are 

safety issues, this road is unlit and close to a special needs school. Clerk to write to I.Darby 

Forty Green Road - the Clerk noted an increasing number of complaints about the road surface, Cllr 

I.Darby is aware. The substantial dip before Brindles Lane has been reported. The works have been 

reported but not moved onto the programme of works which is delayed by the bad winter. C.Hurst 

noted this was in a very poor state of repair, he would like to see a contractual specification for 

pothole repairs. Some repairs are of poor quality and don't last as compared with historical repairs. 

Clerk to query it was noted the traffic island at the road entrance needs cleaning and the vegetation 

removing, this should be reported. Clerk 

Gatemoor Lane - the road surface is breaking up. LATs Clerk to re-report this. 

New Road - has been jet-patched, the repaired surface is a considerable improvement. 

Fagnall Lane - is in very poor repair and is due to be jet-patched. The Clerk reported receiving a 

number of complaints from residents. LATs 

Seeleys Road - numerous potholes the length of the road have been reported. Seeleys Close also needs 

attention noted M.Morley and it would make sense to do it at the same time. LATs 

Noaks Lane/Crown Lane - potholes have both been repaired following intervention of Cllr M.Tett, 

BCC. 

Horsemoor Lane - is in poor repair and requires jet-patching - the passing places are in particular need 

of attention. Clerk 

Holtspur Lane -  Official passing laces will be jet-patched this year. LATs 

The Common, W/Hill - the large pot holes have been marked up for repair. LATs 

Common Wood Lane - there is a stretch from the 30 sign to the junction with Hazlemere Road which 

needs patching noted M.Morley. Opposite the entrance to Common Wood the edge of the carriage way 

is breaking down and requires patch and plane repair. Clerk 

Beacon Hill - there are some large pot holes, including opposite Thatcher's Field. This road is on the 

jet-patcher list. LATs The drainage into the pond requires attention. 

Drainage Ditch, W/Hill Common - on the capital maintenance program but is unlikely to happen this 

year.  It is pending addition to 2018/19 schemes. LATs have prepared the paperwork and will check 

where it is in then system. LATs 

 

Attending Highways Conference is July was agreed to be a good idea, two representatives to attend. 

Clerk  

 

Footways repairs 

The Squirrel, Penn Street is an area of path which requires attention and is used regularly by a 

wheelchair user. This has now been reported to I.Darby and Cllr M.Shaw.  LATs. 

Church Road, Penn  - from the Regius Court to Alde House required patch and plane repairs which 

would benefit Alde House residents and staff. These have been reported by the Clerk and local 

residents. Scheme work for repairing paths needs to be requested by Cllr I.Darby before the December 

meeting she conducts to set priorities. Clerk 

Orchard Lodge, Hazlemere Road - there is a metal grid which has a hole in it which requires 

replacing. LATs have dealt with the utility gas cover further up. Clerk to re-report the grid. LATs 

noted it is faster to report using Fixmystreet.com, the reports go through to the LATs iPAD, rather 



than using the bulk Parish Council reporting tool which send reports to the Contact centre which then 

take several weeks to get to the LATs. 

 

Footway repairs - residents should report footway defects online in the same way as road defects and 

local residents are encouraged to use the online reporting system, www.fixmystreet.com.  

 

WDC Local Plan, Queensway access road proposed to new cemetery -  A meeting of the Queensway 

Committee will be convened to consider WDC proposals for the site.  

 

4. Anti-social parking on Elm Road 
 

Penn Surgery - Access protection markings will be installed. These are in the LATs schedule of works 

but they are unable to give us a firm date for the works.  

Penn Street, De Havilland Court and Crossways - access protection markings have been installed 

(£270 for Penn Street and £90 for Penn to be reclaimed). 

It was agreed to invite BCC's new parking head Mark Davies to a meeting to discuss anti-social 

parking on Coppice Farm Road. Several attempts have been made without success. No action can be 

taken until this occurs. A TTRO will be necessary. It was noted P&TGRS report strong local support 

for double yellow lines on this junction, following a survey of residents. Parking along Elm Road is 

another issue which has been reported by local residents it was agreed to mention this to M.Davis too. 

Clerk  The Highways 'parking' boundary is the junction of CFR and Hazlemere Road which does not 

match the Parish boundary which is another issue. CFR lies partially in Wycombe District for 

Highways purposes. Clerk to get LAT contact details.    

Forty Green Road - C.Hurst noted parking was a real issue and it was worse during KGCC Cricket 

matches. Several options were then discussed to improve the situation. It was agreed to suggest the 

Club it approach Seeleys House for overflow parking at evenings and weekends to see if this improves 

the situation. Clerk 

 

5. LAF Highways bids - we have received 2 awards- 

Repairs to Church Road footway - £3,500  

A new MVAS - £2,795 bid award, £699  - a model of MVAS needs to be selected consistent with BCC 

guidelines. 

Committee agreed to re-allocate the money for the path towards another PPC LAF qualifying scheme, 

as the cost of the path repairs are prohibitive for PPC. 

 

LAF Bids for 2019/20 - a bid for 2019/20 LAF funding for a parking scheme for Coppice Farm Road 

and Elm Road is recommended and we would like to speak to M.Davis before drafting the bid. 

Funding will be an issue and the scheme will need to deal with competing local user concerns. For 

example there are a number of cottages which have no parking which will need to be considered.  

Installing a permanent mounted solar powered flashing speed signs to deter speeding on Whielden 

Lane or Forty Green Road is another good idea. C.Hurst noted the poor road surface on FGR deters 

speeding. Clerk  

 

6. Verges needing a regular cutting schedule 

Saucy Corner (where Clay Street meets the B474)  This needs a regular cutting back to the hedge line 

rather than normal 2m wide strip.  LAT's to ensure this is a priority, both sides need cutting back and 

more than just a 2m wide strip. 

Church Road (bend near Woodbridge Alley) requires hedge cutting to restore the carriage width. The 

Clerk reported she was in contact with the F.Quinn the owner and had re-supplied contact detail of a 

contractor who could carry out the work. It was noted this task has now been outstanding for a year.  

The hedges around Woodbridge Alley are obscuring the footpath and it was agreed to write to 

F.Quinn to request they be cut back. The wilderness garden if a source of complaints, it contains 

noxious weeds and these are seeding to neighboring gardens which should be mentioned. Clerk. 

Seeleys Road - a bund has been created to prevent traveler ingress. This will be difficult to mow it will 

and require strimming which could be more expensive. C.Hust noted the bund has not been prepared 

properly, it requires seeding or flowers adding. Clerk to enquire who is responsible for the 

maintenance of the bund and to discuss it with the Parish grass contractor. 

Mossway - the house on the corner, the lamp post is in the hedge and access will be required to the 

lamp cover to change the lamp head for an LED unit. Clerk 

3 Mynchen Way - the front hedge is growing over the footway reducing its width by a half, we have 

written to the owner. Clerk 



Old Cottage, Witheridge Road - highways verge may have been enclosed by the new front fence. 

Clerk to report to TfB. 

 

7. Gullies  

 

All A and B roads should be cleared annually, but smaller roads are now on a 3 yearly cleaning cycle. 

But there is still no adequate schedule.  

 

The items remain the same:- 

 

B474 - Several gullies are stuck and still full of silt and one has been tarmaced over, this has been 

reported by a local resident online.  

Hazlemere Road - 3 gullies are still blocked including one at Potters Cross. 

Beacon Hill - an order has been placed to clear all the gullies particularly those which drain into the 

pond. The pipes will be jetted through .LATs 

Elm Road - the gully below Rays Lane is blocked with tree routes and has been reported. 

Disraeli Park - gullies are partially complete but tree routes require clearing. 

Potters Cross Pond -  This is a difficult job because 4 way traffic management is required. LATs 

noted it would be sensible to tackle it on a Sunday afternoon using an environmental management 

company. The gullies either side of the junction on Hazlemere Road and Elm Road (noted above) are 

full so water is running down the hill to the junction causing a lake to form when it rains. The Silt trap 

is full and over flowing and so is the oil trap. The health of the pond is being compromised by the 

effluent and water running into it which is making it smell. The environmental company contracted by 

BCC went bust, reported the LATs and BCC are seeking another suitable contractor. This is a priority 

and the LATs and BCC management will report on progress. The Clerk noted it has been 2 years 

since the gullies and traps were cleared and the road gullies clearance doesn't require an 

environmental company. Clerk to raise with I.Darby 

Potters Cross kerb weir - needs to be raised  

Penn Bottom  - from Common Wood Lane to New Road, two gullies are full. 

Saucy Corner - gully closest to the bend is blocked. 

Reactive gully orders can be raised by the LAT's where there are specific flooding issues.  

Local residents are encouraged to report any other blocked gullies to the Clerk or online at 

www.fixmystreet.com. 

 

The lack of visibility of the Gully program continues to be a matter of concern to local Councillors 

and Cllr I.Darby is aware of the problem.  

 

8. White Lines 

 

LATs have no control over the lining program other than placing the order.  

 

B474 - these have been refreshed but deteriorated with salt and snow. LATs 

Common Wood Lane junction with Penn Bottom - needs relining. Clerk 

Other areas should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

BCC policy (there is no legal legislation) is to refresh regulatory lines (where upright signs are in 

place) once the lines have faded by 50%. Any other lines, such as centre lines and edge lines, are 

refreshed once they have faded by 75% plus.  TfB do not at present have an inspection regime in 

place for lining so we should report. LAT's have little influence on what gets chosen. The crew waits 

for a group of orders in the same area.  

 

 

9. Signs and posts 

 

30 mph sign, near the Crown public House, Penn - vegetation needs cutting back. Clerk 

Potters Cross - advertising signs at Potter Cross junction are a hazard as they distract drivers - they 

will be removed at TFB's request. Clerk 

LATs reported that numerous advertising signs had appeared attached to Highways signs, these were 

being removed as soon as they are spotted. New house builders are particular offenders. 

Obscured signs should be reported to the Clerk 

 



9. Damage to verges and kerbs - There is a Development Control Team which deals with damage 

resulting from a development of 3 or more houses.   Otherwise the LATs inspect and talk to the 

contractors.  We should report cases to TfB. 

 

10. Road areas needing a regular sweep by CDC   

CDC have been asked to program a regular sweep of mud and leaves on the road around the gullies in 

the places listed below.   

 

Fagnall Lane 

Marrods Bottom/Fagnall Lane junction 

Whielden Lane near the picnic area. 

The new roadside ‘painted’ footway in FG Road funnel  

Junction of Common Wood Lane and Penn Bottom.   

B474 - requires an annual sweep. 

 

The Clerk was assured by CDC Waste Team that all these places are on a regular schedule at least 

once a month, but this is apparently not the case. (Clerk to monitor) 

 

11. Pavement sweeping -  There is a distinction between wet leaves (Highways) and dry leaves 

(District Council), but Highways have not got the resources and CDC is a better bet.   

Problems should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

12. Mobile Vehicle Activated Sign  -  The old unit which was in use on the Forty Green till March 

but has been withdrawn from service as it has developed a fault. Mr Stubberfield, a local resident, has 

reported speeding along this stretch of road and the Clerk has put him in touch with Thames Valley 

Police and his local County Councillor, Mrs I.Darby. The Committee noted his concerns and thanked 

him for raising the problem. Committee needs to replace the MVAS before re-installing it on FGR. A 

SWARCO model is one option. The internal design is important noted C.Hurst, the model must be 

capable of producing traffic data, flash at the right times and be well built. Clerk to send SWARCO 

specification to C.Hurst to decide which unit is preferred. 

CSW - we have written to local Knotty Green residents who have complained about speeding no one 

has thus far expressed interest in forming a Community Speed Watch group. Clerk to monitor 

 

13. Sign Cleaning - PPC's local contractor has been tasked to clear roads signs on devolved roads, 

which are obscured by vegetation or unreadable.  

Additional signs should be reported to the Clerk. 

 

14. Street lights - Council agreed to install 59 replacement lights. Once this is complete all the units 

in the parish will be fuel efficient LED units. It was agreed to write to local residents in affected roads 

prior to the installation expected by October. Local Councilors will assist with delivery of the letters.  

Cleaning  - our old street lights required cleaning every 2/3 years - it was agreed to take advice from 

CU Phosco on how regularly to clean the new LED models, which point downwards, so my require 

fewer cleans. Clerk  

 

15. Street Works - Rectification works 

Church Road, Penn - BT Openreach's make good has failed noted local resident Mr C.Poynton-Taylor 

and has been reported to BCC's Street Works Team as it requires rectification. NO action has been 

taken as yet by BCC. Clerk.  

 

17. Heritage Signs 

Both signs the one on Elm Road and the one close to Widmer Pond will be repaired. PPC is grateful to 

P&TGRS for their generous offer of a donation of £1,000 towards the project, to enable both signs to 

be worked on at the same time which offers us a considerable saving. The contractor Sign Post 

Restoration has been instructed.  

 

Highway Emergency number - 0845 230 2882  


